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Name: Rilla ingleside. Author: L.M. Montgomery.Genre: Fiction, YA, Children's Light, Family Saga, War Is Burning. Country: Canada.Language: English.Publication Date: 1921.Summary: Anna's children have almost grown up, except for the beautiful, high spirit of Rilla. No one can resist her bright brown eyes and dazzling smile. Rilla, almost fifteen, can't think further than going to
her very first dance on the Beacon of the Four Winds, and get her first kiss from handsome Kenneth Ford. But unstoppable challenges await the irrepressible Rill, when the world of Innerside will be threatened because of the distant war. Her brothers go to fight, and Rilla brings home an orphaned newborn in a soup tureen. She is swept into a drama that tests her courage and
leaves her changed forever as she sends her loved ones abroad one by one and waits for World War I to be over. My rating: 8/10.My review: ♥ of course, Monday doesn't look like his strong point. Black spots were scattered at random over his yellow carcass, one of them washed his eyes. His ears were in tatters, on Monday never been successful in matters of honor. But he had
one talisman. He knew that not all dogs could be beautiful or eloquent or victorious, but that every dog could love. Inside his domestic skins beat the most affectionate, faithful, faithful heart of any dog, as dogs have been; and something looked out of his brown eyes that was closer to the soul than any theologian allowed♥ A few days ago no one even thought of such a thing. It was
absurd to think about it now. Some way out will be found. War was a hellish, horrible, disgusting thing, too horrible and abhorrent to happen in the twentieth century between civilized nations. Just the thought of it was disgusting, and made Walter miserable in his threat to the beauty of life. He won't think about it -- he'll resolutely put it out of his mind. How beautifully old Glen was, in
August ripeness, with its chain bowery of old manor houses, manor meadows and quiet gardens. The western sky was like a big golden pearl. Far down the harbour was frosted with the dawn of the moonlight. The air was full of exquisite sounds - sleepy robin whistles, wonderful, mournful, soft wind noise in twilit trees, the rustle of poplar aspens talking silverily and shaking their
delicacy, heart-shaped leaves, lilting young laughter from the windows of the rooms where the girls were preparing to dance. The world was immersed in the crazy charm of sound and color. He thought only of these things and the deep, subtle joy they gave him. ♥ As for such a night, it is almost too beautiful - it belongs to youth and dreams, and I am half afraid of it. I feel like I
was part of it, Rilla said. yes, you are young enough not to be afraid of perfect things. ♥ What does it matter if there's going to be There's in I'm sure it doesn't concern us. Walter looked at it and had one of his odd visits to prophecy. Before this war is over , he said - or said something through his lips - every man and woman and child in Canada would feel it - you, Mary, would feel
it - feel it in your heart. You will cry tears of blood over it. Piper has come and he will trumpet until every corner of the world has heard his horrible and irresistible music. It's going to be years before the dance of death is over-eaten, Mary. And in these years millions of hearts will be sold out. ♥ She felt suddenly alone and unhappy. It was worse than if he had never noticed her at
all. Was life like this - something delightful going on and then, just as you were reveling in it, eluded you? Rilla told herself pathetically that she felt years older than when she left home that evening. Maybe she did -- maybe she was. Who knows? It doesn't make you laugh at the torments of youth. They are very scary, because the youth has not yet learned that it will pass too. ♥ did
she really ever cry just because she was forgotten and had to go home with Mary Vance? thought Rilla sadly how trivial and absurd the reason for the tears now seemed to her. She could cry now with the right goodwill -- but she wouldn't -- she shouldn't. What the mother said, looking white lips and startled eyes, as Rilla had never seen her mother before, When our women can't
handle courage, will our men be still fearless? She must be brave - like mother - and Nan - and Faith - Vera, who cried with flashing eyes: Oh, if I were only a man, go too! Only when her eyes ached and her throat burned like this, she had to hide a little in the Rainbow Valley, just to think through everything and remember that she was no longer a child - she was an adult, and
women had to face such things♥ It's not very nice to feel like a coward. ♥ Without shedding blood there is nothing, said Mr. Meredith, in a gentle dreamy way that was an unexpected trick to convince his hearers. Everything, I think, should be acquired by self-sacrifice. Our race marked every step of its painful ascent with blood. And now its streams must flow again. No, Mrs.
Crawford, I don't think the war was sent as punishment for sin. I think it's a price that humanity has to pay for some blessing - some in advance are big enough to be worth the price - which we can't live to see, but which our children's children will inherit. ♥ I am not, continued Susan firmly, going to lament or whine or question the wisdom of the Almighty more, as I have done
recently. Whining and dodging and accusing Providence won't get us anywhere. We just got with what we have to do whether it's a food to eat patch, or running government. I'm going to fight. These blessed boys went to war; and we women, Mrs. Dr. dear, must lurk from our belongings and keep a stiff upper lip. ♥ If I can't love you, I want to be proud of you. ♥ believe me, we will
win the war! Susan exclaimed. No, Miss Oliver, darling, I don't believe it -- I know. We should just believe in God and make big guns. ♥ whenever any of you go to the station be sure to give Dog Monday a double pat me. An unusual trusty little beggar waiting there for me like this! Honestly, Dad, on some of those dark cold nights in the trenches, it's heartens and braces I have no
end to thinking that thousands of miles away at the old Glen station there's a small spotted dog sharing my vigil.♥ Laughter has left the world, said Vera Meredith, who came to report her letters. I remember telling old Mrs. Taylor a long time ago that the world was a world of laughter. But that's no longer the case. It's a cry of anguish, gertrude Oliver said. We have to keep a little
laughing, girls, Ms Blythe said. A good laugh is as good as prayer sometimes - only sometimes, she added under her breath. ♥ There is a call more and more insistent than the call of our love - he listened to it. We must not add to the bitterness of his victim. Our sacrifice is bigger than his, Rilla exclaimed passionately. Our boys only give themselves. We give them. ♥ We're not
going to be happy - the same way, Rilla said. No, not in the same way. No one affected by this war will ever be happy again in the same way. But it will be the best happiness, I think the younger sister is the happiness we have earned. We were very happy before the war, weren't we? With a house like Innerside, and with fathers and mothers like us, we couldn't help but be happy.
But this happiness was a gift of life and love; it wasn't really ours -- life could take it back at any time. It will never take away the happiness we win for ourselves in the way of duty. ♥ I must be getting old, Gilbert. Mrs. Blythe laughed at the trifle sadly. People start telling me I look so young. They never tell you that when you're young. ♥ and still - Rilla gave a little apology: I don't
want to suffer anymore - even for the sake of more soul growth. At the end of another two years I could look back and be grateful for the development they brought me too; but I don't want it now. We never do, said Miss Oliver. That's why we don't have to choose our own means and development measures, I suppose. No matter how much we appreciate what our lessons have
brought us, we don't want to continue the bitter education. ♥ but whether it's life or death, I'm not afraid of Rilla-mi-Rilla, and I'm not sorry I'm here. I'm happy with that. I will never write poems that I once dreamed of writing - but I helped make Canada safe for the future - for the workers of the future - ah, and dreamers, too - for if no one dreams, there will be nothing for the workers
to fulfill - the future, not just of Canada, but of the world - when the red rain of Langemark and Verdun were to bring a golden harvest - not in a year or two, as some foolishly think, but a generation later, when the seed seed was now had to learn to germinate and grow.... And you tell your children about the idea that we fought for and for which we fought -- teach them that it should
live as well as it does for her, otherwise the price paid for it will be given for zero. It's going to be part of your job, Rilla. And if you - all you girls, at home - do this, then we who don't come back will know that you don't have a broken faith with us. ♥ it seems to me that the amount of human happiness remains almost the same from age to age, no matter how it may vary in
distribution, and that all many inventions neither diminish nor increase it. ♥ Anne, he said, addressing his wife, you remember the first time I took you on a buggy ride to Avonlea - that night we went to a Carmody concert, the first fall you taught in Avonlea? I had a little black mare with a white star on my forehead, and a shiny brand new buggy - and I was the proudest guy in the
world, except for none. I suppose our grandson will take his sweetheart out quite by accident for an evening fly in his plane. The plane won't be as good as the little Silverspot was, said Anna. The machine is just a machine - but Silverspot, why was she a personality, Gilbert. The drive behind her had something in it that not even a flight among the sunset clouds could have. No, I
don't envy my grandson's sweetheart, after all. Mr. Meredith is right. The Kingdom of Heaven - and love - and happiness - does not depend on the external. ♥ However, he disliked Walter as much as he loved Jem. If he had mourned Walter so much, do you think he would have slept in his kennel the night after Jem was killed? No, Rilla dear, little Jam is not dead and what you can
associate with. If he were, Dog Monday would have known just as he knew before and he wouldn't still be waiting for the train. It was absurd - and irrational - and impossible. But Rilla believed it, despite all this; and Mrs. Blythe believed it, but she was also a doctor, though he smiled faintly in feigned mockery, felt a strange confidence to replace his first despair; and stupid and
absurd or not, they all broke out their hearts and courage to continue, just because the faithful little dog at Glen station still watched with unbroken faith for his master to return home. ♥ And there is one who will never come. At least we won't see him if he does. But, I think he'll be there -- when our Canadian soldiers come back there will be a shadow army with them -- the army We
won't see them, but they'll be there! page 2Title: Hornblower and McCool.Author's widow: C.S. Forester.Genre: Fiction, Adventures, War Burns, Historical Fiction, Naval Fiction, Story. Country: UK Language: English.Publication Date: 1967.Summary: (Published with the last unfinished volume, Hornblower during the crisis, but occurs at a very early moment in Hornblower's career.)
Hornblower is a junior lieutenant on the HMS Renown line, shortly after his advance to lieutenant. After the capture of the French ship, Hornblower assigned the unpleasant task of organizing the execution of the Irish revolutionary McCool for desertion from the Royal Navy, with specific instructions that Hornblower guarantees the man does not make a last speech. In exchange for
McCool's promise to remain silent, Hornblower agrees to send a simple note and a chest of property to McCool's widow after the execution. But while at sea, Hornblower realizes neither the note, the chest, nor the prisoner's last request is quite what they seem. My rating: 7.5/10.My review: This is a fun little addition to the Hornblower universe.♥ risk your life to the effect of such an
exchange would be the most illogical thing to do, but the logic, Hornblower concluded sadly, had nothing to do with patriotism, and the bare facts were the least significant factors.♥ there was nothing as effective as a few martyrdom to ennoble and intensify the cause. Hanging McCool will simply add fuel to the fire that England are keen to put out. Two nations activated by the most
pressing motives - self-preservation and patriotism - were in the grip of a struggle that could not have had a satisfactory end for a long time to come. ♥ Hornblower's chin was on his chest. It was a difficult, unforgiving world, and he was an officer in the most difficult and most ruthless service in the world - a service in which man could no longer say: I can't say what he could say: I
dare not. Page 3Titl: Legion.Author: William Peter Blatty. Genre: Fiction, horror, religion, occultism, crime, mystery. Country: U.S.Language: English.Publication Date: 1983.Summary: Continuation of the The Outceding Devil, which takes place 12 years after the events. A young boy is found horribly murdered in a mock crucifix. The killer is an elderly woman who witnessed the
crime? A neurologist who can no longer tolerate the pain that life inflicts on his victims? Psychiatrist with a terrible sense of humor and a guilty secret? Mysterious mentally ill, locked in silent isolation? Lieutenant Kidman follows the bewildered trail that binds all these people to a new mystery at every turn, even as more murder surface. Why does every victim suffer the same
horrific injury? Why are two of the victims priests? Is there between these crimes and another series of murders that took place 12 years ago, and presumably presumably with the death of a serial killer? And can the exorcism of a little girl long ago bind all the victims to a terrifying climax? My rating: 4/10.My Review: This is by far the worst book I've ever read, which is a sad claim
to it, seeing as I read both Twilight and Rosemary's Son (note I gave it a slightly higher rating than Twilight because it provided some interesting conjecture (♥ if you can find them among the delirium nonsense) and wasn't as harmful to its target audience). Aztecs snatches alive hearts and cancer and three-year-olds buried alive, and he asks whether God is alien and cruel, but then
remembered Beethoven and dappling things and lark and Ura Karamazov and kindness.♥ And why? And why? The childish question haunted the nebula, the thought in search of its creator, who stymied the mind in a dead end maze and made Kinderman sure the materialist of the universe was the greatest superstition of his age. ♥ Satan left the paradox intact, a bleeding wound
ind that never healed.♥ By the way, do you believe that will come the day when computers will be able to think? I doubt it. So do I. I once read some theologian was asked this question and he said that this problem would give him insomnia only when computers started to worry that perhaps their parts were worn out. My feelings. Computers, good luck, God bless them, they're fine.
But a thing made of things can't think of itself. Am I right? It's all about saying that the mind is really the brain. Of course, my hand is in my pocket. Do I have a hand in my pocket? Every wino on M Street knows the thought of thought, not some cell or chazerei going on in the brain. They know that jealousy is not some game from Atari. ♥ He got up from his chair and moved to the
window. He looked at the white marble monuments of the city, washed with sunlight, warm and real. He listened to the movement. He felt uncomfortable. Some darkness moved that he could not understand; but he felt his movement. What was that?... Atkins shook it off. He believed in the world and people and felt sorry for both. ♥ Bill, the fact is that right in the middle of this
horror there is a creature named a man who can see that it's horrible. So where do we come up with these concepts as evil and cruel and unjust? You can't tell the line looks a little crooked if you have a concept line that's straight. The detective tried to shrug him off, but the priest moved on. We're part of the world. If it's evil, we shouldn't think it's evil. We would think that what we
call evil is just natural. The fish doesn't feel wet in the water. They belong there, Bill. Men don't say that. ♥ was that the answer? Kinderman asks. There was a three-dimensional universe of artificial construction designed for of specific problems that can be solved can not be solved in a different way? Was there a problem of evil in the world by design? Did the soul put on a body
when people put on diving suits to enter the ocean and work in the depths of the alien world? Did we choose the pain we were innocently suffering from?♥ There were tens of millions of electrical compounds in the human eye that could process two million simultaneous messages, but saw the light of only one photon. The human eye is on Mars.The human brain, three pounds of
tissue, had over a hundred billion brain cells and five hundred trillion synaptic connections. He dreamed and wrote Einstein's music and equations, he created the language and geometry and engines that explored the stars, and he cradled his mother asleep through a storm when he woke her up in the slightest cry from his child. A computer that could handle all its functions would
cover the surface of the earth. The human brain is on Mars.A brain count detect one unit of mercaptan among fifty billion units of air, and if the human ear were more sensitive, it would hear air molecules collide. Blood cells lined up one at a time when faced with a narrowing of a tiny vein, and the heart cells beat in different rhythms until they came down with another cell. When
they touched, they started to beat like one. The human body was found on Mars.Hundreds of millions of years of evolution from paramecia to man have not solved the mystery, Thought Kidman. The mystery was evolution itself. The fundamental tendency of matter was to complete disorganization, to the final state of complete chance, from which the universe would never recover.
Every moment his connections go threaded, and he rushed headlong into the void in the reckless scattering of himself, impatient to the death of his cooling suns. And yet there was evolution, surprised Kidman, a hurricane accumulating straws in a haystack, bundles of ever-increasing complexity that denied the very nature of their belongings. Evolution was a theoreme written on a
sheet that floated in the direction of the river. The designer was at work. So what else? It's as simple as it can be. When a person hears hoofed in Central Park, he should not look around at the zebras.♥ On the boat when the disciples see you standing on the shore and then they realize that it is you and that you have risen from the dead? Peter stands on deck in total. So why not?
He's a fisherman, he's young, he should enjoy. But he can't wait for the boat to go, he's so excited, so overjoyed that it's you. So he's grabbing the clothes he's wearing - do you remember that? - but he doesn't even want to take the time to pull him out. He just ties it around and jumps off the boat and then starts swimming like crazy for the shore. Quite something? Whenever I think
of I'm shining! This is not some holy picture of a goyisher, full of reverence and rigidity and probably lies; it's not some kind of traded image, some kind of myth. I can't believe it didn't happen. It's so human, so amazing, and so real all at once. Peter must have loved you very much. So do I. Is that going to make you a hate? Well, it's true. What you've ever existed is a thought that
gives me refuge; that men can make you this thought, which gives me hope; and the thought that you could exist even now would give me the safety and joy that I could not contain. I would like to touch your face and make you smile. It can't ♥ They say that when you're under anesthesia, Dyer said, your unconscious knows everything. He hears doctors and nurses talking about
you. He feels the pain of the knife. Kinderman looked out of the paper and looked at it. But when you wake up from anesthesia, it's as if it never happened, Dyer said. So maybe when we get back to God, that's how it's going to be with all the pain of the world. ♥ It's a mystery, Dyer said. It's a joke. I admit I played with that notion, Kinderman said. He leaned forward, and his eyes
began to sparkle. If the sin was that scientists blew up the earth many millions of years ago with something like cobalt bombs, we would have from this tsimmis atomic mutations. Maybe it creates viruses that make the disease, maybe even spoils the entire physical environment so that now comes earthquakes and natural disasters. As for the men, they get generally crazy and
farmischt, and they turn into monsters from horrible mutations; they start eating meat like animals as well, and it all happens in the bathroom and liking rock 'n' roll. They can't believe anything. It's genetic. Even God can't help himself. Sin is a condition that has passed through genes. What if every birth was really once part of Adam? Dyer asked. I mean physically -- is it actually
one of his body's cells? ♥ pain is strange, Amphoratas said wistfully. About two percent of people relieved of long-term pain develop a serious mental disorder once that pain is taken away. There were also experiments with dogs, - he continued - with rather peculiar consequences. Amphoras began to describe for the detective a series of experiments in 1957 in which Scottish
terriers were raised in insulating cages from infancy to maturity, so that they were deprived of environmental stimuli, including even the most minor blows and scratches that could cause them discomfort. When fully grown, painful stimuli were applied, but dogs did not react normally. Many of them poked their noses in a blazing match, filmed reflexively, and then immediately sniffed
the flames again. When the flames were inadvertently snuffed out, the dogs would react, as before, to the second, or even even a blazing match. Others didn't sniff at the match at all, but made no effort to escape his flame when the experimenters touched their noses with him any number of times. And the dogs did not respond to repeated pinpricks. In contrast, the litter of
comrades of these dogs, which were raised in a normal environment, recognized the possible harm so quickly that the experimenters were unable to touch them with a flame or pin more than once. Pain is very mysterious, - concluded Amphoratas.♥ - And if the mind is the brain, the brain has some abilities completely unnecessary for the physical survival of the body. I mean
things like miracle and self-awareness. And some of us go so far as to believe that consciousness itself is not concentrated in the brain. There are reasons to suspect that the entire human body, including the brain, as well as the outer world itself, is inside consciousness. And one last thought for you, lieutenant. It's a couple. I love them. I love this one in particular, Amphoratas
said. If the mass of the brain was a mass of mind, the bear would shoot at my back. ♥ This old lady was a giant, he told him quietly. In a world where love doesn't last, she was a giant. ♥ you know we're talking battle evil in this world and where it comes from, Kinderman said. But how do we explain all the good things? If we are nothing but molecules, we will always think about
ourselves. So why are we always with Gunga Dins, people giving their lives for someone else? And even Harry Lime, he said with animation, -- Harry Lime, who is the opposite, an evil man, even he makes a point in this scene on the Ferris wheel. He was talking about a third man. This part it talks about Swiss and how after all these many centuries of the world the biggest product
they have given us to date is cuckoo clock. It's true, Atkins. Yes. He's right. It is possible that the world cannot progress without fear. ♥ Physicists are now all confident- he said - that all known processes in nature were once part of a single, unified force. Kinderman paused and then spoke more calmly. I believe that this power was a man who had long ago torn himself to pieces
because of his desires to form his own being. It was the Fall, he said, The Big Bang: the beginning of time and the material universe, when there were many - the legion. And so God cannot intervene: evolution is the person who returns to himself. The sergeant's face was wrinkled perplexing. Who is this man? He asked the detective. Can't you guess? Kidderman's eyes were alive
and smiling. I gave you most of the evidence long before. Atkins shook his head and waited for an answer. We're fallen angel, Kidman said. We are the Carrier of Light. We're Lucifer. Page 4Thiter: Harry Potter and the Order J. K. Rowling.Genre: Literature, Bildungsroman, Fiction, Adventure, Fantasy. Country: UK Language: English.Publication Date: June 21, 2003.Summary:
Harry Potter is due to begin its fifth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Magic. He feels particularly angry and neglected by his friends over the summer, but as he soon learns when he is forced to fend off the Dementors in Little Wing, things get very dark in the Magical World. The Minister of Magic, however, refuses to acknowledge Voldemort's return to power, and the
Daily Prophet paints Harry as a mentally unstable, independent and delusional liar - a story some of his classmates and their families prefer to believe. Soon enough Hogwarts is switched to the ministry, and Professor Ambridge makes the life of Harry and his friends hell. And while behind the walls of Hogwarts the Order of Phoenix reunites to once again prepare for war, inside it
is up to Harry to teach his fellow students how to protect themselves in secret, and try to learn how to control the bond that allows him and Voldemort to invade each other's minds. My rating: 8/10 My review: I've always considered this book to be the most frustrating of the series, though it's gotten a lot easier to go through the old ones I got, and more objectively I could look at
Harry's hormonal overload (and, if we're honest with ourselves, more broadly, my own.) ♥ conscious that everyone was still looking at it, Harry went down the stairs, at the stand with a stick in his back pocket. Don't give me a stick there, boy! Roared. What if it ignited? Better masters than you lost buttocks, you know! ♥ the Prefect, right? Gooled, his normal eye on Ron and his
magical eye turns around to look towards his head. Harry had a very uncomfortable feeling that he was looking at him and went to Sirius and Lupin. Well, congratulations, said, still looking at Ron with his normal eye, the credibility figures always attract problems, but I suppose Dumbledore thinks you can withstand most of the major jinx or he wouldn't appoint you... Ron looked
pretty impressed with this look at this question... ♥ What about you, Sirius? Jeannie asked, knocking Hermione on the back. Sirius, who was next to Harry, let out his usual bark as a laugh. No one would make me prefect, I spent too much time in prison with James. Lupin was a good boy, he got the badge. I think Dumbledore might have hoped that I would be able to exercise
some control over my best friends, Lupin said. I hardly need to say that I am not gloomy. ♥ He could still see his parents beaming at him with a ragged old photograph, unaware that their lives, like many around them, were nearing an end. The image of Boggart posing as the corpse of every member of Mrs. Weasley's family continued to blink before his eyes. Without warning, the
scar on his forehead is adored in pain again and the stomach churned terribly. Cut it out, he said firmly, rubbing the scar as the pain receded. The first sign of madness, talking with your own head, - said an hour-long voice with an empty picture on the wall. Harry ignored it. He felt older than he ever felt in his life, and it seemed extraordinary that just an hour ago he was worried
about a shop joke and who got the prefect badge.♥ I'll make Goyle do the line, it will kill him, he hates writing, Said Ron happily. He lowered Goil's voice to a low grunt and, screwing his face in the form of a sick concentration, mimed writing in the air. I am... Not... Take a look... As... A.. Baboon... back. ♥ You're not going crazy or anything. I can see them too. Can you? Harry said
desperately, turning to the moon. He could see the horses' bats reflected in her wide silvery eyes. Oh, yes, Luna said, I can see them from day one here. They always pulled the wagons. Do not worry. You're as sane as I am. ♥ In the days of the old, when I was newAnd Hogwarts barely started our noble school Thatought never parted: United's common goal, they were selfsame
the longing to make the world's best magic schooland pass along their training. Together we will build and teach! Unless it's the second couple, Jeff Hufflepuff and Ravenclough? So how can such friendships fail? Why, I was there and so can tell the whole sad, sad tale. Said Slytherin: We will teach only those who have a binding origin. Said Ravenclow: We will teach those whose
intellect is confident. Said Gryffindor: We will teach all those who dare to act, their name. Said Hufflepuff: I will teach a lot, and treat them the same way. These differences caused little infighting When the first ones came to light,For each of the four founders was a house in which they could only find those they wanted, so, for example, SlytherinTook is only purebred wizardsOn
great cunning like him, and only those of the sharpest mindWere taught Ravenclawlaw to the boldest Gryffindor. Good Hufflepuff, she took the rest, and taught them everything she knew, so at home and their founders, the firm's friendship is true. So Hogwarts has worked in harmony for a few happy years, but disagreements have crept among us into our flaws and fears. The
houses, which, like pillars of four, once helped our school, now turned to each other and, divided, sought to rule. And for a while it seemed that the schoolMust to meet from the early end, what with the duel and with the struggleI friend on a friend And finally came the morning When the old Sliterine left And though the fighting then then outHe left us pretty depressed. And never
since the founder of fourWere whittled up to 3Have homes were merged What they once were supposed to be. And now Sorting The Hat is here and you all know the score: I sort you into the house because that's what I'm for, but this year I'll go on, listen carefully to my song: Although condemned I share youStill I worry that it's wrong, although I have to fulfill my dutyI must a
quarter every year At first, I wonder whether SortingMay does not bring to the end I'm afraid. Oh, know the dangers, read the signs,Warning history shows, for our Hogwarts is in dangerThere external, deadly enemiesI must unite inside herOr we will crumble from withinI told you I warned you ... Let Sorting now begin.♥ Harry, don't go choosing a line with Malfa, don't forget he's the
prefect now, he can make life difficult for you... How, I wonder what it would be like to have a hard life? Said Harry sarcastically.♥ I know her by reputation and I'm sure she's not Dearth Eater-She's a foul enough to be, and Ron and Hermione nodded vigorously in agreement. Yes, but the world is not divided into good people and Death Eaters, Sirius said with a wry smile. ♥ So the
highest grade 'O' for 'Outstanding', she said, and then there's 'A'--No, 'E', George corrected her, 'E' for 'Exceeds Expectations'. And I always thought Fred and I had to get an E all over because we exceeded expectations by just going to the exams. They all laughed, except for Hermione, who was ploughing on: So, after 'E' it's 'A' for 'Acceptable', and that's the last class pass, isn't
it? Yes, said Fred, dunking the whole roll into the soup, passing it into his mouth and swallowing it whole. Then you get a P for Poor - Ron raised both hands in mock celebration - and D for Horrible. And then 'T,' George reminded him. T'? She asked Hermione, looking shocked. Even lower than 'D'? What does 'T'? Troll, george said quickly. ♥ you don't know what it's like! You -none of you -- you've never run into him, have you? Do you think it's just memorizing a bunch of spells and throwing them at it like you're in a class or something? All the while you know that there's nothing between you and dying, except you have - your own brain or gut or whatever - as you can think straight when you know you're about a nanosecond from killing, or being
tortured, or watching your friends die - they never taught us that in these classes that he wanted to deal with things like that - and you two sit there, acting like I'm a smart little boy to stand here, alive as Diggory was stupid as he messed up - you just don't get it, which could have been as easy for me, it would have been if Voldemort hadn't needed me -... Harry, she said timidly,
don't you see? This is... That's why we need you... We have to that it's r-really like... In front of him ... before V-Voldemort. It was the first time she'd ever said the name Vomdeort, and it was that, more than anything, that reassured Harry.♥ Well, we all came to learn from him, and now he's telling us that he can't really make any of it, he said. That's not what he said, snarled Fred.
Do you want us to clean your ears for you? asked George, pulsating a long and deadly metal tool from one of Sonco's bags. Or any part of your body, in fact, we're not fussy where we stick to it, said Fred.♥ I think it's a great idea! Do you? Said Harry, his head lifting. Of course I do!, - Sirius said. Do you think your father and I are going to lie down on the orders of an old witch like
Ambridge? But - last term all you did was tell me to be careful and not to take risks -Last year, all the evidence that someone inside Hogwarts tried to kill you, Harry!, said Sirius impatiently. This year we know that there is someone outside of Hogwarts who would like to kill us all, so I think learning to defend yourself properly is a very good idea. ♥ she looked out the window too, but
not as if she had actually seen it. Her eyes were unfocused and there was a frown on her face. Just thinking... said she was still frowning at the rain-washed windows. About Siri - Snuffles? Harry said. No... Not quite... said Hermione slowly. Learn more... Interesting... I suppose we're doing the right thing... I think... Don't you? Harry and Ron looked at each other. Well, it clears that
up,' Ron said. It would be very annoying if you didn't explain yourself properly. ♥... it was a few minutes before Hermione spoke again, and it sounded as if she was choosing her words very carefully. You don't think it's become... Sort of... Reckless... since he was locked up in Grimmauld Place? You don't think he... Kind of... living through us? ♥ But you get those massive pus-filled
boils, too, said George, and we haven't worked out how to get rid of them yet. I don't see any boils, said Ron, looking at the twins. No, well, you wouldn't, Fred said grimly, they're not in the place we normally see to the public. But they do sit on the broom the right pain in---♥ Even Fred said that Ron can still make him and George proud, and that they are seriously considering the
admission he was associated with them, then they assured him that they had been trying to deny for four years. ♥ Weasley can't salvage a thing, he can't block one ring, so the Slytherins all sing: Weasley is our king. Weasley was born in BenOn always allowing the quafl in Weasley to be sure that we winWeasley our king. ♥ you're trying to put up tinsel when Peeves got the other
end and trying to strangle you with it, Ron said. ♥ stunned silence greeted the end of the speech, then Ron said: One man feel all that at once, they'd explode! Just because you have an emotional teaspoon range doesn't mean we're all,' said Hermione disgustingly, lifting the pen again.♥ I told you to cleanse yourself of your emotions! Yes? Well, I find that hard at the moment,
Harry growled. Then you will find yourself an easy prey for the Dark Lord!, said Snape cruelly. Fools who proudly wear their hearts on their sleeves, who can not control their emotions, which are mired in sad memories and allow themselves to be provoked so easily - weak people, in other words - they have no chance against his powers! It will penetrate into your mind with absurd
ease, Potter! I'm not weak, Harry said in a low voice, fury now pumped through him so that he thought he might attack Snape in a moment. Then prove it! Master yourself! Snape spat. Control your anger, discipline your mind! ♥ How many times have you suspected Snape, and when have you ever been right? Dumbledore trusts him, he works for the Order, that should be enough.
He used to be a death-eater, Ron said persistently. And we've never seen evidence that he's really changed sides. Dumbledore trusts him, Hermione repeated. And if we can't trust Dumbledore, we can't trust anyone. ♥ women! He muttered angrily, sloshing down the rain-washed street with his hands in his pockets. What did she want to talk about Cedric, anyway? Why does she
always want to drag the theme that makes her act like a human hose? ♥ as he swung shut behind them, Harry heard the voice of Phineas Nigella. You know, Minister, I disagree with Dumbledore on many counts... but you can't deny that he has style... ♥ What made Harry feel so awful and miserable was not shouting an ar or with the cans thrown at him; it was that he knew what it
was like to be humiliated in the middle of a circle of spectators, knew exactly how Snape felt his father taunted him, and that, judging by what he had just seen, his father was as arrogant as Snape always told him. ♥ The thing about growing up with Fred and George, said Ginny thoughtfully, is that you kind of start thinking anything is possible if you have enough nerves. ♥ Well,

then I got confused... I'm afraid I don't quite understand how you can give Mr. Potter the false hope that -- False Hope? Repeated Professor McGonagall, still refusing to look back at Professor Ambridge . He achieved high results in all his Protection Against the Dark Arts tests - I'm terribly sorry I should have contradicted you, Minerva, but as you'll see from my note, Harry
achieved high really bad results in his classes with me - I had to make my point clearer, Professor McGonagall said, turning to look Ambridge in the eye. He has achieved high marks all defense against the dark arts tests set by a competent teacher. ♥ George said I think we have outgrown full-time education. Yes, I felt that way myself, said George lightly. Time to test our talents
in the real world, do you think? Fred asked. Definitely, George said. Harry heard a loud accident somewhere in the distance. Looking to the left, he dived straight into his tooth. Fred and George's brooms, one still trailing the heavy chain and iron peg with which Ambridge attached them to the wall, hurtles down the corridor to its owners; they turned left, went down the stairs and
abruptly stopped in front of the twins, the chain loudly pounding on the marked stone floor. We're not going to see you, Fred told Professor Ambridge, waving his foot over the broom. Yes, don't bother to keep in touch, Said George, mounting his own. Fred looked back at the assembled students, at the silent, watchful crowd. If someone wants to buy a Portable Swamp, as
demonstrated upstairs, come to the number ninety-three, Diagon Ally - Weasleys' Wizard Wheezes, - he said in a loud voice. Our new premises! Special discounts for Hogwarts students who swear to use our products to get rid of this old bat, George added, pointing to Professor Ambridge. Stop them! Screamed Ambridge, but it was too late. As the Inquisition Squad closed, Fred
and George kicked off from the floor, shooting fifteen feet into the air, an iron peg swinging dangerously below. Fred looked across the hall at the poltergeist bouncing at his level above the crowd. Give her the hell out of us, Peeves. And Peeves, who Harry had never seen take an order from a student before, swept his belled hat off his head and jumped on the salute as Fred and
George wheeled about the tumultuous applause from the students below and sped out of the open front doors into glorious sunset. ♥ At least he managed to disappear his entire iguana, while poor Hannah Abbott lost her head completely at the next table and somehow managed to multiply her ferret into a flock of flamingos, causing the survey to be stopped for ten minutes until
the birds were captured and carried out of hall.♥ And from now on, I don't care if my tea leaves the spell dies , Ron, die - I'm just throwing them in the trash where they belong. ♥ You are... It's not a criticism, Harry! But you do ... Sort of... I mean -- don't you think you have a bit of a savings thing? She said.♥ Harry, still looking at the arch, was angry at Sirius now for keeping his
expectations - but some part of him realised, even as he struggled to break out of Lupin, that Sirius had never kept him waiting before... Sirius risked everything, always to see Harry to help him... if Sirius did not appear from this arch, when Harry shouted at him as if life depended on him, the only possible was that he couldn't come back ... that he was really ♥ you're not going to
kill me, Dumbledore? Called Voldemort, his scarlet eye narrowed over the top of the shield. It's beyond that brutality, isn't it? We both know that there are other ways to destroy a man, Tom, Dumbledore said calmly, as he continued to go to Voldemort, as if he had no fear in the world, as if nothing had happened to interrupt his walk through the hall. Just accepting your life won't
satisfy me, I admit- There is nothing worth more than death, Dumbledore! Voldemort snarled. You're completely wrong, Dumbledore said, still approaching Voldemort and speaking as easily as if they were discussing the issue of drinks. Harry was frightened to see him walk, defenseless, defenseless; he wanted to cry out the warning, but his unhelpful guard continued to bypass
him back to the wall, blocking his every attempt to get out of her. Indeed, your inability to understand that there are things much worse than death has always been your greatest weakness - ♥ It was unbearable, he wouldn't think about it, he couldn't stand it... inside him was a terrible emptiness, which he did not want to feel or examine, the dark hole where Sirius was, where Sirius
disappeared; he didn't want to be alone with this great, silent space, he couldn't stand it - ♥ there's nothing shameful about how you feel, Harry, Said Dumbledore's voice. On the contrary... the fact that you can feel pain as it is your greatest strength. ... Harry, suffering as it proves that you are still a man! This pain is part of human being - ♥ If you don't - if you keep me here - if you
don't let me - by all means continue to destroy your property, Dumbledore said calmly. I dare say I have too much. ♥ Sirius didn't hate Crcher, Dumbledore said. He considered his servant unworthy of great interest or notice. Indifference and neglect often do much more harm than outright dislike... The fountain we destroyed tonight lied. We wizards have abused and insulted our
comrades for too long, and now we are reaping the benefits. ♥ Do you see, Harry? Now you see the flaw in my brilliant plan? I fell into a trap that I foresaw that I told myself that I could avoid what I should avoid. I didn't -- I cared about you too much, Dumbledore said simply. I cared more about your happiness than your knowledge of truth, more about peace of mind than about my
plan, more about your life than about life that could be lost if the plan failed. In other words, I acted exactly as Voldemort expects us to be fools who like to act. Is there protection? I defy anyone who has watched you as I am -- and I have watched you more closely than you can imagine - don't want to save you more pain than you've already suffered. What did I care if the number
of nameless and faceless people and and were killed in a troubled future, if here and now you were alive, both well and happy? I never dreamed that I would have such a man on my hands. ♥ Whoever has the power to defeat the Dark Lord approaches... born of those who challenged him three times, was born as the seventh month dies ... and the Dark Lord will mark him as his
equal, but he will have a power that the Dark Lord does not know. . . . and either have to die at the hands of others nor can live while others survives... whoever has the right to defeat the Dark Lord will be born when the seventh month dies... ♥ there are rooms in the Department of Mysteries, interrupted by Dumbledore, which is kept locked at all times. It contains a force that is
both more beautiful and scarier than death than human intelligence than the forces of nature. It is also perhaps the most mysterious of the many subjects to study that reside there. It is the power that is in this room that you possess in such quantities and which Voldemort has no at all. It took you that power to save Sirius tonight. This power also saved you from Voldemort's
possession because he couldn't live in a body so full of power that he hates. After all, it didn't matter that you couldn't close your mind. It was your heart that saved you. ♥ There were still deep scars on his forearms where the tentacles of the brain were wrapped around him. According to Madame Humphrey, thoughts can leave deeper scars than almost anything else... ♥ Harry
nodded. He somehow couldn't find the words to tell them what it meant to him to see them all wavering there by his side. Page 5 midnight_birth:margot_quotes title: Shamans and Kushtakas: North Coast Tales of the Supernatural.Author: (composed) Mary Giraudo Beck.Genre: Fiction, Stories, Horror, Mythology, Folk Tales, Occultism. Country: U.S.Language: English.Publication
Date: 1991.Summary: A collection of 9 myths from the indigenous inhabitants of the Pacific Northwest Coast, revolving around shamans and their struggle with or against kushtakas - evil spirit-creatures that are half human and half-otters of the earth, and a mixture of history, legends and adventures that dramatize the values and traditions of Tlingit and Haida Society. As Kaka
Vaughn's Land Of The Otter Power talks about Kaka, the first man to confront an otter of the earth when, betrayed by his wife, being receptive to the power of the land of otters of men, Kaka is taken into their domain, but when he keeps his powers at bay for years, they decide to send him home, with gifts of otters spirits. In Challenge the laws of the tribe become too relaxed
among the young people of the tribe, and they bring their own demise, disrespecting the animal spirits and being taken away from the otds of men and therefore killed by their own people who are trying to save them. The shaman then needs to run into a shaman otters to atone for the blame crimes of his clan's youth. In Land Otter Sister, a man and his family who camped out to
look for fish to return to a village that runs out of food, helps the man's once-sunken sister, who has become one of the otter people, and her children, though this man worries when his own children begin to envy their cousins of their otter tales. In Revenge, a grieving husband discovers that his wife staged her death to secretly escape from the son of the leader she has always
loved, and when the shaman refuses to curse them, tries to become a wizard himself, to visit evil others through magic and revenge. In the Dead Man's Bride, the leader's daughter is amazed when she learns that while she was in ordinary solitude, the young man with whom she hoped his advice and his brother did not drown until she found the man's skull in the yard, and they
both returned from the Land of the Dead, slowly gaining physical form. Both incredibly experienced hunters and fishermen, the older brother marries the leader's daughter, while her cousin takes aim at the younger, but when he does not give her a second look, and believing that her cousin has rallied against her, the jealous girl decides to turn to witchcraft to punish the lingering
spirits. In Ldaxin Skeptic, a sure young man Ldaxin teases a shaman and ridicules people who believe in kushtakas and other tribal legends learns his lesson when the storm leaves him stranded and he falls victim to what he claims he does not believe, and it is up to the shaman's strength to save him in time. In Xat and Feather Kite, a mysterious feather plume takes away all the
villagers except mother and daughter, and when the daughter becomes pregnant after showing off a certain root and the birth of a boy, his grandmother raises him to the legends of the old heroes and encourages him to find his power of grounding himself as a root that ultimately allows him to perform a heroic feat for his people. In Woman's Go, a conceited and pampered woman
refuses to abide by the hierarchy when she moves into her parents' house and disrespects and spites her mother-in-law at every turn, but when her behavior becomes too selfish and cruel, her husband, the son of a great shaman endowed with the spirit of great affection, teaches her a lesson that makes his way into legend. In The Love Charm, a young man in line to become a
leader accepts the leader's daughter as his wife, but when she is unable to warm up in front of him and confuses him, constantly returning to his family, he goes to a nearby village to get a love charm that works, but leads him to a surprising realization of his own pride and own feelings. My rating: 7.5/10.My review: From introduction:♥ Kushtakas were human beings who were
transformed by earth otters into creatures similar to but who retained some human qualities. They kidnapped children, frightened women, caused storms, avalanches, disease and famine. Kushtakas received a dual role from The Raven when he granted the land otters the gifts of living both on land and under water, as well as the forces of illusion and camouflage. He also gave
them a special mission to rescue those lost at sea or in the forest, and turning them into semi-human, semi-otters creatures like themselves. The land of otters fulfilled its mission so well that people suspected them of actively luring victims into their kingdom. Deadly fearing animals, people did not hunt them for food or clothing. Children were taught to beware of the people of the
otter of the earth, who, like their close relatives, invited them into boats or kidnapped them in the woods. They were trained early to resist the influence of the kushtaka, developing strong wills and respecting and observing tribal customs.♥ In these stories, cases of benevolence of kushtaka indicate ambivalence in their nature to correspond to their physical traits. A certain
ambiguity also lies in the perception of the physical nature of these mystical beings.♥ Although these cautionary tales, the result of correct or wrong behavior is not always what might be expected. In fact the apparently ambiguous attitude to good and bad adds remarkable complexity to the stories.-------------------------♥ The Duxt saw the boys going down to the beach and knew they
were avoiding it. He would have done the same in those carefree days of his youth before he accepted the shamanic spirit. He remembered his resistance to inherit the fortitude of his dead uncle, a previous shaman. Not ready to take on this responsibility, he became very ill. When the medics were brought in to work on him, they told him that he had been called and that his
resistance to this gift was causing him severe illness. He had no choice but to accept the fortitude and learn to manage it. After he took on this great responsibility, life became more serious. ♥ now upon his return to the forest, Duxta felt some old stirring. He entered office with the determination of his youth, but without the energy of youth, the eight-day ordeal was much harder.
His hands trembled with hunger, and his bones ached from the cold. Too much time has passed since his last trip to the forest to renew his spiritual strength. He did not feel a strong spiritual strength starting inside him, nor did he desire to do a frenzied dance. But a sense of peace and courage warmed him from within, and he began to feel what he should do. As in his youth,
when he accepted the call to the life of a shaman, he has now accepted a role directed at him, regardless of the consequences. He would return to his village, don his full shaman regalia, and go to meet The challenge.♥ to confront the people of the otter of the earth was the final test of life. Resist the couches at all costs, the grandmother's children admonished, and this remained
the guiding principle throughout their lives. Children were also warned that they had wandered too far into the forest or water into the territory of the kushtakas. The spiritual and physical strength necessary for resistance was gained through diligent adherence to tribal rituals and codes, such ♥ such as daily cold water bathing and due respect for animals. But I have always
performed my duties as a shaman in an honorable way. I can't go to anyone evil. Leave them alone. They will soon get tired of each other and punish themselves. My husband understood the position of the shaman. Only witches and wizards visited evil on people and through their evil witchcraft caused disease and death. Shamans are highly regarded for their healing power and
prediction of the future, all for the benefit of the community.♥ Husband went out to the cemetery where he knew witches would go, and as they dug around bodies and played with bones to make himself a magician. But he felt that no special forces came to him. Then the overwhelmed husband threw caution to the winds. He swam to the island through the bay from the village
where the bodies of the dead shamans were sent, as they were not cremated, and played with the bones there. It was not only the desecration of the dead, but also very dangerous, as the treatment even with the property of a shaman can lead to madness or death. But it was believed that this desperate act produces the power of witchcraft. Revenge. Revenge.
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